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WHY ARE WE HERE? 
Gary W. Leske 

This question is appropriate in many effectively in his present occupation. 
situations, but I propose it in the context Supervised occupational experience is 
of supervised occupational experience directly supportive of these criteria . Its 
programs in vocational agribusiness and absence predicts less than vocational edu-
natural resources education. WHY ARE cation. 
WE INVOLVED IN SUPERVISED On-the-job experience is not the 
OCCUPATIONAL EXPERIENCE PRO- equivalent of supervised occupational ex-
GRAMS IN VOCATIONAL AGRI- perience. Too often we hear the over 
BUSINESS AND NATURAL RE- zealous educator interpret the two as 
SOURCE EDUCATION? equivalent. Related classroom instruction 

Supervised occupational experience and intensive supervision, part of super-
programs may be defined as planned vised occupational experience, are not 
activities of educational value conducted routinely a part of a work experience or 
in addition to regular classroom instruc- job p 1 ace ment program. One can 
tion by pupils enrolled in vocational visualize a continuum between work ex-
education courses for which systematic perience and supervised occupational ex-
instruction and supervision is provided by perience reflecting the degree of edu-
their teacher-coordinator, parents, and cational input. The danger of equating 
cooperating business or industry person- the two is the implication that the pro-
ne!. Two conditions are assumed: cesses of related classroom instruction 
students are active participants in the and intensive supervision are not effective 
occupational setting or its simulation and consequently are not needed. This is 
laboratory with supervision by instructors a defeatist position which unfortunately 
and/or persons in the occupation, and the less than professional educator has a 
related classroom instruction prepares propensity to accept. In theory and prac-
and assists students to efficiently learn in tice, the principles of learning have estab-
the occupational setting or its simulation lished more efficient methods of learning 
laboratory. than trial and error. Trial or performance 

True vocational educators have is essential to most learning, but error is 
accepted supervised occupational ex- not essential. It must be avoided. Super-
perience programs as an integral part of vision is the needed solution. 
vocational education. The Smith-Hughes We are here because in theory and 
Act was most often interpreted as man- practice students can learn more 
dating supervised occupational experience efficiently in an educational program 
programs in vocational agriculture. than they can in a "trial and error" 

The inherent nature of supervised oc- situation. Related classroom instruction 
cupational experience within a vocational and supervision save very precious indi-
education program is evidenced by its vidual goods -time and effort. Assuming 
importance in the establishment of vo- these goods will be available for pro-
cationality. Three criteria applied in de- ductive effort, society as well as indi-
termining the vocationality of edu- viduals benefit from their conservation 
cational programs are: (1) provision is and potential release. 
made for occupational experience- time We are involved in supervised occu-
is spent on-the-job, (2) the instructional pational experience programs to facilitate 
environment approaches the job environ- our students' learning. If we assume that 
ment - is the job environment where students are in our classroom because 
possible, and (3) the primary aim of the they want to enter or advance in an 
course is job placement or advancement occupation, we as teachers must ask 
- the student will be able to perform in ourselves, "How do I assist my students?" 
his new occupation or will perform more Our science, education, gives an appro-



priate answer, "By organ1ztng learning 
activities which will develop the needed 
occupational competencies." 

"How do I organize learning activities 
to develop the needed occupational com-

petencies?" A "trial and error" model is 
not acceptable. We have an underlying 
structural model of the learning process 
in vocational education. See Figure 1. 

Figure 1. Vocational Education Learning Model 
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This model establishes the mutually 
supportive relationship of classroom and 
supervised occupational experience activi 
ties. While we prefer to talk about the 
main stream flow from vocational edu
cation program to targeted evtry level 
employment, we must consider at least 
the two spin-off effects shown: (1) indi
vidual discovery of additional training 
needs and (2) individual clarification of 
occupational objectives. 

Vocational education should be made 
available to persons who can benefit from 
it. Not every person can perform in every 
job he might want. Not every person can 
enter and gain from a vocational edu
cation program he may wish to enter. We 
need to tell our students and school 
administrators that mtn1mum per· 
formance standards are essential for both 
entrance and successful exit from vo
cational programs! If legitimate standards 
for our product are not predetermined 
and their attainment facilitated by sup
portive or alternative entry level pro
grams; large student numbers (adminis
trators delight) predict a greater vari
ability in product. 

While monetary and legal support is 
attached to the specific definition of 
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vocational education as preparation for 
job entry, we are using shortsighted, 
single objective, program management if 
we continue to devalue - by failing to 
acknowledge - the worth of individual 
occupational objective clarification. Do 
we have a role in student career develop
ment - a career education objective - in 
addition to specific occupational prepara
tion? History reveals we do function in 
solidifying or changing career objectives. 
This is not to our discredit. 

Using this learning model as a standard 
for evaluation of the structural design of 
programs, we can look at the typical 
organizational approaches to providing 
supervised occupational experience pro
grams: supervised exploratory programs, 
supervised farming programs, supervised 
farm placement programs, supervised 
laboratory programs, and cooperative 
supervised agribusiness and natural re
sources occupations programs. 

The supervised exploratory program 
has three elements: observation of the 
agribusiness occupations including activi
ties such as work environment analysis, 
job description, and interviews of person
nel; improvement projects in which the 
student applies or develops agribusiness 



and natural resource occupations required 
competencies while improving home
business efficiency, monetary value, and 
functional or aesthetic uti I ity; occu
pational skills and practices are limited 
scope activities undertaken to develop an 
ability or abilities that are not associated 
with the improvement projects or pro
duction enterprises. The observational 
element is unique to this program. The 
supervised exploratory experience pro
gram is essential for all students in
terested in agribusiness and natural re
sources occupations. It should be re
quired of all students in the ninth or 
tenth grade who have not had a similar 
experience at an earlier date. 

The supervised farming program, a 
prototype for vocational cooperative 
supervised occupational experience pro
grams, has three elements. The unique 
element is the production enterprise, a 
business venture for profit and edu
cational experience involving the manage
ment and production of a crop or live
stock species. The remaining elements are 
the home-farm improvement projects and 
the occupational skills and practices. 
Requiring student management of pro
duction enterprises which are owned in
whole or part by the students made this 
the original entrepreneur training pro
gram in vocational education. 

The Smith Hughes Act required that 
vocational agriculture prepare persons for 
farm work. While this remains a primary 
long term objective of the supervised 
farming program, tradition often over
shadows the tremendous opportunities 
supervised farming programs afford the 
student with an agricultural or natural 
resource occupations objective other than 
farming. Over-reaction to the Negative 
FFAer's - Fear Farming Advocators -
must not be allowed to cause us to fear 
this program's potential for all students. 
In rural America, farms continue to be 
the most readily available occupational 
setting for supervised experiences. 

The supervised farm placement pro
gram developed with the recognition that 
not all students with career objectives in 
agriculture were living on farms. This 
program also has three elements. The 
unique element is placement on a farm 
for the purpose of developing basic skills 
in production agriculture . Two 
approaches are used in the farm place-
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ment program: emphasis of the program 
training plan is on the occupational prac
tices and skills or emphasis of the 
program training plan is on the develop
ment of an operating agreement which 
leads to shared management and opera
tion of enterprises with advancement 
toward farm establishment. Program de
velopment in a progression from the 
former to the latter is advocated, particu
larly if the student has a production 
agriculture occupational goal. In an era of 
increasing agricultural specialization, alert 
instructors have seen a need and oppor
tunity to develop farm placement pro
grams for students who have family farm 
situations as well as those who do not. In 
the supervised farming program, the 
businessman-supervisor has been the 
farmer-parent. We have tunnel-vision if 
we do not see production agriculture 
businesses functioning efficiently within 
our three component cooperative method 
- school-instructor, student-parent, and 
business or industry-supervisor. 

The two remaining elements of the 
supervised farm placement program are 
the home-farm improvement projects and 
the occupational skills and practices. If 
the student is not living on a farm, the 
emphasis is on home improvement pro
jects such as landscaping, floriculture, and 
building maintenance. The placement 
farm often provides opportunity for im
provement projects. The occupational 
practices element is perhaps the least 
definitive part of the supervised farm 
placement program particularly if the 
emphasis of the farm placement training 
plan has been development of occu
pational skills and practices. This has 
not been a major problem if the scope of 
the placement element is great enough to 
provide the trial activities needed to 
develop the entry level competencies of 
the students' targeted occupations. 

Supervised laboratory programs are 
centered in school controlled facilities 
which are designed to simulate the occu
pational scenario or equal it. These facili
ties provide the unique element of this 
program. Delimitation of this program is 
difficult. The simulation-laboratory has 
been developed extensively for some 
clusters of agricultural competencies 
while it has not been considered for other 
clusters. The agricultural mechanics labor
atory has long been a part of the vocational 



agricultural education facility. It is an 
example of theory into practice, class
room interaction with supervised occu· 
pational experience within the school 
plant to develop competencies. School 
land laboratories and recently greenhouses 
have been used effectively. The livestock or 
poultry production laboratory has been es· 
tablished only in rare situations. The simu· 
lation laboratory for agribusiness and natu· 
ral resources occuaptions areas other than 
mechanized agriculture and ornamental 
horticulture is still less than common. For· 
tunately efforts are being made to develop 
these simulation-laboratories. 

This program also has the home-farm 
improvement element and the occupa· 
tiona! skills and practices element. The 
supervised laboratory experience program 
provides opportunity for more specific 
occupational competency developing ex· 
periences. It is particularly useful when 
other supervised occupational experience 
program options are not feasible due to 
geographic location or legal restrictions. 

The remaining approach is the co
operative supervised agribusiness and 
natural resources occupation program. 
Jargon labels these "Co-op programs" as a 
result of the legal description of funding 
for vocational programs which utilize a 
cooperative method. In effect these pro
grams are those wherein students are 
placed for supervised occupational ex· 
periences in agribusiness and natural re
sources occupations other than farming 
and ranching. Two models are used: the 
specialized program - the related class
room activity and supervised occu
pational experience of the enrolled 
students take place within the 
competency cluster of a restricted occu
pational area, i.e. ornamental horti
culture, agricultural supplies and services, 
agricultural products, agricultural re
sources, forestry, or agricultural pro
duction; and the diversified program -
the related classroom activity provides for 
the development of competencies com
mon to a number of agribusiness occu· 
pations and the individual supervised 
study of competencies specific to the 
particular student's current placement ob
jective and the supervised occupational 
experience placement is in the chosen 
occupational area. Home-farm improve
ment projects and occupational skills 
and practices are also typical elements 
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in this program. Federal, state and local 
wage and hour and hazardous occu
pations laws have restricted some of the 
activities of students, and, as a result, this 
program is normally made available to 
last semester juniors and seniors. 

Review of typical supervised occu
pational experience programs is a partial 
answer to our question "How do I or
ganize learning activities to develop the 
needed occupational competencies?" We 
must ask, "Is this the best program for 
student 'A'?'' Recognizing the limits of 
instructor time and the demand for its 
most efficient use, we are still faced with 
a real challenge - student individuality. 
We are forced to accept the challenge of 
doing the most we can to facilitate the 
learning of every student. A new 
approach to supervised occupational ex
perience programs may help. Two edu
cational principles are very relevant to a 
new approach. First instruction must be 
programatic to insure efficient use of 
instructor time and the most efficient 
learning by the most students. The de
livery system must have built-in quality 
control standards that facilitate instruc
tional efficiency with the least sacrifice of 
individual student needs. Second, the indi· 
vidual student situation must be considered 
when planning and developing supervised 
occupational experience programs. 

In keeping with the stated needs to 
establish minimum standards for vo
cational education programs and to be 
programatic, it appears logical to utilize 
the traditional supervised occupational 
experience programs as m1mmum 
standards for student and program evalu
ation. For example, to successfully com
plete and receive credit for the vocational 
agribusiness offering(s) at the ninth grade 
level a student must complete a super
vised occupational exploration program 
or a supervised farming program and at 
the twelfth grade level a student must 
complete a supervised farming program or 
a cooperative supervised agribusiness pro
gram. Minimum standards must be rela
tive becoming more demanding as the 
students progress through the program. 

To avoid the trap of minimum equal 
maximum, instructors must look at all 
the elements found in typical programs 
plus innovative elements and help 
students develop the best supervised 
occupational experience program 



possible. The prescription process is 
simple. Students must be made aware of 
the typical supervised occupational ex
perience program elements; the school's 
minimum standards for supervised occu
pational experience; availability of super
vised occupational experience oppor
tunities in school, home, and community; 
and what he should attempt to accom
plish to be evaluated as successfully com
pleting the program. 

Figure 2 illustrates these basic steps 
for a small town ninth grader who elects 
to enroll in vocational agribusiness and 
natural resources program. Typical super
vised occupational experience elements 
are: observation of agricultural occu-

pat ions, placement-farm, laboratory
simulation, placement-other than 
farming, home-farm improvement, and 
occupational skills and practices. The 
school's minimum standard for a ninth 
grader's supervised occupational ex
perience program is the typical supervised 
exploratory experience program plus 
appropriate school laboratories. The avail
ability of opportunities, including where, 
is shown. The elements which the student 
will complete are checked after discussion 
with the instructor. The operational de
tails will need to be added as part of 
student, teacher, parent, and business 
representatives planning and agreement 
development. 

Figure 2. Example Individually Prescribed Supervised Occupational 
Experience Program for a Ninth Grade, Small Town Student. 

Typical S.O.E.P. Minimum 
Elements Standards 

Observation-Ag. X 
Occupations 

Production 
Enterprises 

Placement-Farm 

Laboratory-Simulation X 

Placement-Other than 
Farming 

Home-Farm Improvement X 

Occupational Skills X 

This suggests our next question, "How 
can we facilitate individual student pro
gram development and completion?" We 
can look at the record to identify a 
reasonably functional approach that 
appears appropriate. The curriculum con
tent for supervised occupational ex
perience programs has emphasized a 
number of key concerns or questions: ( 1) 
What is a supervised occupational 
experience program? (2) Why should I 
have a supervised occupational experience 
program? (3) How do I plan my super
vised occupational experience program? 
(4) How do I develop my training plan 
and agreement? (5) How do I meet the 
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Availability-
Prescribed where 

School-community X 

No 

Neighbor X 

Mech. Ag-School X 

No 

Home X 

Part-time jobs X 

objectives of my training plan? (6) How 
will I be supervised? (7) What records do 
I need to keep to establish my progress? 
(8) How do I evaluate my programs? and 
(9) How will I be evaluated? You may 
wish to add to or subtract from this list, 
but these questions are appropriately 
raised with the proposed individually 
prescribed supervised occupational ex
perience program. How we facilitate the 
teaching learning process will change but 
slightly. 

The process of clarifying the concept 
of what a supervised occupational ex
perience program is has utilized defi
nitional statements, element-component 



identification, and examples within the 
framework of one of the typical pro
grams. Emphasis was on the "total" 
program. It now will be expedient to 
study the supervised occupational ex
perience program elements discussed 
above, while emphasizing the minimum 
standards for acceptable individual stu
dent programs. 

The procedure in helping students 
internalize the value of a good supervised 
occupational experience program is not 
going to change. It will demand that an 
occasional instructor de-emphasize the 
classroom setting and facilitate and 
support good supervised occupational ex
perience programs. It is a matter of 
practicing good vocational education and 
not being generalists. 

The planning and development of indi
vidual programs should and will demand a 
more important place in terms of time 
and effort. Prior to the 1963 Act, the 
student who enrolled in vocational agri
culture had to have a "supervised farming 
program." The 1963 Act relaxed this 
criterion with the intent of encouraging 
an expansion of supervised occupational 
experience offerings. Unfortunately, an 
opposite effect resulted too often because 
limited commitment and emphasis was 
placed on student and teacher-program 
accountability for supervised occu
pational experience. Students soon 
I earned what importance instructors 
attached to supervised occupational ex
perience and many followed the easy 
path. Fortunately, sound local vocational 
program evaluation did not allow this to 
be a common method of operation, the 
program accountability was lacking. Cur
rent emphasis on evaluation and 
accountability demand more emphasis be 
placed upon planning and developing 
individual supervised occupational ex
perience programs. 

The use of training plans and agree
ments will not be approached in a par
ticularly different way. These items do 
need to be returned to their appropriate 
level of priority. Training plans and agree
ments are the heart of the individual 
supervised occupational expereince pro
gram identifying the student's objectives 
and the structure for his efficient accom
plishment of these objectives. Every 
student must have a plan and agreement 
to insure a successful supervised occu
pational experience program. 
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Learning act1v1t1es related to meeting 
program objectives and supervision will 
be handled as in the past. 

The question of what records a stu
dent will be expected to keep and the 
related learning needs will be handled 
slightly different. Emphasis will be placed 
on records for the typical elements of the 
supervised occupational experience pro
gram, personal financial data, and FFA 
act1v1t1es. Proficiency should be de
manded in the prescribed element areas, 
the personal financial accounts and FFA 
activities. A particular record book may 
not be appropriate, but a record book 
system can be designed to meet student 
needs. 

Helping students develop the ability to 
evaluate their program involves develop
ment of the ability to utilize personal 
objectives and to identify meaningful 
standards of comparison. The change 
necessitated is an expansion of the type 
of standards of comparison presented and 
made available to students. 

Instructors may well be taxed most by 
the student question, "How will I be 
evaluated?" The logical system is one 
based upon individual student progress, 
not the traditional "compared to the 
average?" system. How far an instructor 
will move towards this ideal will be 
directly related to his willingness to de
fend his program's minimum standards 
and to help his students. Accountability 
to one's personal philosophy enters here. 

"The real challenge facing vocational 
agriculture in the 70's will be providing 
supervised occupational experiences for 
all students," is a statement credited to 
Harold Binkley of the University of 
Kentucky, 1968. THE CHALLENGE IS 
HERE! THAT IS WHY WE ARE HERE! 
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